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Introduction

Hello and welcome to the Energetic Mama Fitness Motivator Booklet. So you’re a 
mum and like many mums you want to get some tone back into your body, flatten 
your abs and start to feel good about yourself. I understand that as a mum, time can 
be limited and you give all you can. Mums often neglect their own health. My advice 
is, you will always be better help to others when you are feeling good yourself. 

Here are some quick exercises that can be done at home with little or no equipment 
and believe it or not they will still bring shape back to your body. The release of 
endorphins into your body from the exercises may even bring a smile to your face 
and give you more energy to head back to your daily tasks.

If you are about to become a mum, or currently pregnant these exercises can still be 
performed with the following precautions. 

Keep exercise moderate during 1st trimester being careful not to get your 
body temperature and heart rate too high. Reduce range of movement by 30% 
during 3rd trimester of pregnancy, to avoid creating hyper extension in joints, 
as chemicals such as relaxan and elastan are being released into the body to 
allow the birth canal to open. Do not start any exercise routine until 8 weeks 
after labour, then complete 6 weeks of Pelvic Floor Core Rehab, (see core and 
abdominals) before any impact routines such as running or jumping are taking 
place. Seek GP clearance for pre-eclampsia, gestational diabetes or any other 
complications during the pregnancy. 

Neglecting to do pelvic floor rehab post pregnancy, may lead to lower back and hip 
discomfort, Sacro Iliac joint instability, incontinence or all of the above. 

This booklet has been designed to educate you and help you grasp an understanding 
of the principles of exercise as well as give you the tools to stay motivated, making 
sure you get results quicker.

With four main categories of Core, Cardio, Strength and Stretch. You’ll find a quick 
explanation on each discipline as well as pictures as an easy guide to get you through 
the specific foundations of  any exercise routine. At home, in the park or in the gym.

Firstly lets break things down and define what we are talking about.

What is exercise? Exercise is movement set to a specific time, tempo and load. 

What is Core? Core is the deep seated muscles that support our posture and hips.
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What is Cardio? Cardio or aerobic activity is any movement that uses a large amount 
of muscle in a continuous rhythmic movement and the bodies ability to uptake and 
use oxygen as fuel.

What is Strength? Strength is the bodies ability to move one self or an object from 
one point to another (movement under load)

What is Stretching? Stretching is maintaining or improving the mobility of a specific 
muscle or joint.

Purchase a thera band or resistance band from a fitness store or online. If you intend 
only to use this program at home or in a park.

Scott Donovan Dip. P.T. 

For more exercise hints tips and demonstrations

Visit 
http://www.bounceoptimumhealthandwellbeing.com/personal-training-videos.html

or :

http:// www.youtube.com/BounceOHW

Connect with us on Facebook 
www.facebook.com/bounceoptimumhealthandwellbeing

http://www.bounceoptimumhealthandwellbeing.com/personal-training-videos.html
http://www.youtube.com/BounceOHW
http://www.facebook.com/bounceoptimumhealthandwellbeing
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Core, Pelvic floor and Abdominals 

Pelvic Floor and Inner Unit Activation and Exercise Overview

Our core muscles are also known as the inner unit and are responsible for good 
posture. These muscles consist of the Pelvic Floor, Diaphragm, Transverse Abdominal 
TVA, Multifidous and Internal Obliques.

As a mum you must take extra care of your core and pelvic floor muscles. Carrying a 
baby around for 9 months and giving birth puts pressure on these muscles and many 
of you have done this multiple times. The number one priority in a post pregnancy 
exercise plan is the rehabilitation of the pelvic floor and core muscles. Failing to do 
so will limit what exercise you will be able to do in the future and can lead to back 
and hip pain. If you cannot run or do other high impact activities since you gave birth  
without embarrassing leaks or suffer with back or hip pain it is not too late for you! 
Working on your pelvic floor and core muscles can help correct these problems. It is 
important not to rush or skip the following core and pelvic floor exercises, they are 
the secret to toned and flatter abs.
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Implementing Movement: (Lie Face Up on the mat) Bring your legs in until knees 
are bent, as demonstrated below. As you breathe in, make sure the first two thirds of 
the breath makes your belly rise up (controlling your diaphragm) and as you breathe 
out draw your belly button towards your spine, helping engage your pelvic floor. To 
engage the Pelvic Floor correctly cough and keep the tension in your stomach. 

There should be a flat hands width between the floor and your lower back, 
ensuring a neutral spine.

Pelvic Floor TVA. Repeat the above breathing techniques, but as you breathe in 
slightly bring one foot off the floor about 2cm and slowly extend the leg forward 
as you breathe out keeping the foot 2cm off the floor and not allowing the back to 
collapse to the floor. Repeat ten times each side. Moving the leg slowly to the count 
of 10 outwards and count of 10 inwards.
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Avoid all the following core exercises during pregnancy and first 12 weeks after 
labour, to prevent increased risk of abdominal separation.

Crunches:  From the same position on the floor and breathing routine, place finger 
tips behind your ears. Breathe in as mentioned above; as you breathe out slowly curl 
your body one vertebrae at a time of the ground until shoulder blades are of the 
ground, leaving a fist width between chin and chest. Breathe in as you lower to the 
ground and repeat 20 times.
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Oblique Twist:  Keeping Legs in same position, with toes of the ground, bring the 
upper body off the ground to a 45 degree angle, using the Transverse Abdominals 
(lower abs)  to hold you in position. Breathe in as mentioned above and as you 
breathe out rotate the upper body so the middle of the chest becomes in line with 
the hips/side. Breathe in towards the centre, repeat to opposite side, 15 times each 
side. 

Hold a Medicine Ball to Increase Intensity and Resistance.
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Back Raise: Lie flat on stomach on either a mat or the floor, with arms straight out 
forming a T. Breathe in as mentioned above, then breath out slowly raising the chest 
off the ground using the lower back muscles and moving the arms toward the sides 
of the body to create a V. Hold for 30 seconds, two times.
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Core (Hover/Plank): Engage lower abdominals, avoid back discomfort, elbows under 
shoulders, drop knees to floor if finding difficult, hold for a minimum of 30 seconds.  
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Cardio/Fitness 

Cardio exercises include walking, jogging, running, rowing, bike riding and 
swimming. Try these simple solutions to help you work harder, burn more calories 
and achieve better results.

Using a scale of 1-10 (with 1 being no effort and 10 being a maximum effort), get 
yourself to 7 or 8 (70%-80% of your Max heart rate). Get to this level progressively 
over 5 minutes by increasing your speed, resistance (load) or gradient. Your muscles 
should be warm, your conversation difficult and you should be starting to sweat. 

Now increase the effort for one minute to 9 or 10 (90%-100% of your Max heart rate) 
Conversation will become near impossible and Lactic Acid build up or lack of oxygen 
intake will make you have to slow down to a recovery of 7 or 8 (70%-80% of your 
Max heart rate), stay at this level for 3 to 5 minutes allowing heart rate to recover 
and breathing to become controlled then repeat as above. A minimum of two times 
through this sequence will improve fitness and help reduce fat, repeating more times 
will inevitably burn more calories and give better results. 

Take at least 5 minutes to gradually slow down and allow heart rate recovery and 
breathe to return to normal before completely stopping activity. 

These little tricks will eliminate boredom, improve fitness and ensure results. 
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How to measure your Heart Rate (HR) Zones 

(A heart monitor watch will help to monitor these zones correctly)

220 – Your age = your 100% maximum HR.

Beginners work between 6 to 7 or 60%–70% Max HR. 

Intermediate work between 7 to 9 or 70%–90% Max HR.

Advanced work between 8 to 10 80%-100% Max HR. 

Eg. 220-35 (age) =185 x .7=130 is my 70% max.
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Strength/Tone

There are 7 Primal Movement Patterns made by the body during day to day activity. 
To make the most of your training it is important that you incorporate these natural 
movement patterns into your training.

Descend (easier) or Ascend (harder) these movement patterns to your personal 
fitness level and consider things like Injuries, Blood Pressure, Core and Back 
Strength. Ensure you have completed initial 6 weeks of inner unit/core exercises, 
before commencing with the following.

Descend

Primal Movement
Ref: Paul Chek

7 Primal movement 
demonstration

Ascend 
(Advice from a Personal Trainer 

is recommended)

Ball Wall Squat Squat Add Weights

Single Leg Repeat Lunge Alternating Lunge

Sitting Torso Twist Bend/Twist Standing Wood Chop

Modified Push Up Push Dumb Bell Chest Press

Standing Row Pull Body Weight Chin Ups

30 second Hover Core Feet on Fit Ball 1 minute hover

Arms (optional as used 
during push and pull)

Perform each exercise for 30 seconds or 15 repetitions to boost your fitness complete 
this routine doing one exercise after the other. One time through, for the first two 
weeks. Add 1 extra time through every 2 weeks until completing at least three times 
through each session. One day on, one day off.

http://www.bounceoptimumhealthandwellbeing.com/personal-training-videos/7-primal-movement-demostration
http://www.bounceoptimumhealthandwellbeing.com/personal-training-videos/7-primal-movement-demostration
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Squat

Form

• Move through the hips with neutral spine

• Keep knees behind toes and keep in line with second toe

• Upper body at same angle as lower leg, in lowering phase

• Lower until knees are at 90 degree angle

• Lifting arms to shoulder height will keep back neutral
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Lunge

Form

•  Keep knees behind toes and keep in line with second toe

•  Lower until knees are at 90 degree angle

•  Rear legs hip straight and inline with shoulder

•  Weight in front leg and even through foot

•  Repeat on opposite leg
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Push

Form

•  Hands inline with centre of chest

•  Hips straight even in modified position (knees on floor).

•  Lower until elbows are at 90 degrees

•  Keep elbows soft at top of movement, don’t lock out (hyperextend)
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Pull

Form

•  Use resistance band or thera band. Available at most sports stores or online.

•  Start with arms straight, pull back through shoulders, arms follow until elbows 
at 90 degrees.

•  Keep shoulders down, squeeze shoulder blades together.

•  Don’t allow top of shoulders to rise.
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Twist

Form

•  Keep neutral spine and hands inline with chest

•  Twist to side not allowing hands to rotate past hip line

•  Upper body at 45 degree angle
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Core (Hover/Plank)

Form

•  Engage lower abdominals, avoid back discomfort.

•  Elbows under shoulders

•  Drop knees to floor if finding difficult

•  30 sec minimum
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Arms

Biceps

Biceps will be engaged/worked during the pulling movement

Triceps

Triceps will be engaged/worked during the pushing movement
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Stretching

Stretching is an important part of any exercise routine. Improving joint mobility,  
posture and quite often lessoning joint discomfort.

Stretches should be performed at the end of a workout, to ensure the muscles 
being stretched are warm, preventing injury and to return the muscle back to its pre 
exercise length. 

Holding stretches for at least 30-45 seconds is recommended for improving flexibility.

Don’t bounce or force the stretch. Move slowly into the pose until a slight tension is 
felt in the intended muscle to be stretched, then hold for 30-45 seconds.

Reduce range of movement by 30% during 3rd trimester of pregnancy, to avoid 
creating hyper extension in joints, as chemicals relaxan and elastan are being 
released into the body to allow birth canal to open.
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Hamstring/Calf

Form

•  Lie face up with hips on floor, leg to be stretched straight up and other leg bent 
with foot on floor

•  Place one hand below and one hand above the knee of leg to be stretched

•  Keep foot inline with ceiling and knee slightly bent

•  Pull towards self until tension is felt in the back of leg
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Quadricep/Hipflexor

Form

•  Place rear legs foot on a chair or against a wall, with the knee on the floor

•  Shoulder, hip and knee in alignment

•  Opposite leg perpendicular to the floor

•  To increase stretch, slightly push hip forward to open up the hip flexor.
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Glute/Piriformis

 

Form

• Place foot of side to be stretched inline of opposite hip with knee at chest

•  Take opposite leg straight back, hips parallel with floor

•  Weight on elbows and forearms

•  Slowly drop the hip of the bent leg towards the floor until tension is felt, hold.
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Adductor/Groin

 

Form

•  Place soles of feet together, back straight and spine in neutral position

•  Hold ankles and use elbows to push knees toward the floor

•  Keeping back straight, lean forward slightly to increase stretch
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Chest

 

Form

•  Standing in a door way, place forearms on door frame with elbows level with 
shoulders.

•  Step forward with one leg, until tension is felt in chest

•  Keep hips square with shoulders

•  Move elbows up and down holding in different positions to change stretch 
angle
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Back

 

Form

•  Kneel on floor with knees under hips

•  Bring one arm 45 degrees across the body with palm up

•  Place palm of opposite hand on top of the hand on the floor, with pad of top 
palm behind

•  Push hands away from the body, while pulling hips away, with ears in line with 
arms


